For uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems, procedure NA below 
-1°C (31°F) or above 54°C (130°F). GPS required.

**ATIS** | **CORPUS APP CON** | **CORPUS TOWER** | **GND CON** | **CLNCL DEL**
---|---|---|---|---
126.8 | 120.9 348.725 | 119.4 257.8 | 121.9 269.15 | 118.55

**Skids (RNP 0.90)**

Procedure NA for arrivals at Skids on V163 northwest bound.

**Procedure NA for arrivals at COPAN on V20-70 northeast bound.**

**Max 180 KIAS**

**For uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems, procedure NA below 
-1°C (31°F) or above 54°C (130°F). GPS required.**

**See planview for multiple IF locations.**

**Authorization Required**